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in a hurry synonyms 52 similar and opposite words merriam Mar 26 2024 find 52 words that mean in a hurry such as quickly soon
and fast and their opposites such as slowly and sluggishly learn the definitions and usage of in a hurry and its synonyms and antonyms
with examples and related words
in a hurry definition meaning merriam webster Feb 25 2024 learn the meaning synonyms and usage of the word hurry as a verb and
a noun find out the origin history and examples of hurry in a sentence see how to distinguish between haste speed and expedition
32 synonyms antonyms for in a hurry thesaurus com Jan 24 2024 find 32 different ways to say in a hurry along with antonyms
related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
in a hurry meaning of in a hurry in longman dictionary of Dec 23 2023 learn the meaning of in a hurry a phrase that means more quickly
than usual and how to use it correctly see how to avoid common mistakes and how to use it in different contexts
in a hurry definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 22 2023 learn the meaning and usage of the informal expression
in a hurry which can mean easily or willingly see how to use it in sentences and synonyms from the collins english dictionary
in a hurry idioms by the free dictionary Oct 21 2023 learn the meaning and usage of the phrase in a hurry which can be an adjective
or an adverb it means having very little time being very quickly or not having enough time to do something or be somewhere see
examples and synonyms
synonyms of in a hurry collins american english thesaurus Sep 20 2023 in a hurry explore in a hurry in the dictionary phrase in the
sense of quickly definition easily troops had left the area in a hurry synonyms quickly hastily hurriedly immediately rapidly instantly
swiftly abruptly briskly at speed speedily expeditiously at or on the double see examples for synonyms see hurry
in a hurry definition of in a hurry by the free dictionary Aug 19 2023 1 often foll by up to hasten to do something rush 2 often foll by
along to speed up the completion progress etc of n 3 haste 4 urgency or eagerness 5 in a hurry informal a easily you won t beat him in a
hurry b willingly we won t go there again in a hurry
in a hurry wiktionary the free dictionary Jul 18 2023 in a hurry adjectival rushed hurried short of time i can t stop now i m in rather a
hurry adverbial in a hurried manner usage notes edit although it is not comparable hurry can be qualified using in a great hurry in more
of a hurry etc derived terms edit moron in a hurry translations edit rushed hurried short of time
in a hurry synonyms collins english thesaurus Jun 17 2023 find different ways to say in a hurry in british english such as quickly hastily
abruptly or briskly see examples definitions and related words for each synonym
hurry verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage May 16 2023 intransitive to move or act quickly because there is not much time
synonym rush you ll have to hurry if you want to catch that train we need to hurry or we ll be late for school hurry to do something the
kids hurried to open their presents
in a hurry synonyms 354 words and phrases for in a hurry Apr 15 2023 in a hurry synonyms 354 words and phrases for in a hurry in a
rush adv fast pronto in haste adv fast pronto fast adv pronto quickly hurriedly adv fast pronto hastily adv fast pronto quickly adv fast
pronto briskly adv fast pronto rapidly adv fast pronto like a shot adv fast pronto
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hurry meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Mar 14 2023 learn the meaning of hurry as a verb and a noun and how to use it in
different contexts find out the phrasal verb hurry up and the opposite expression be in no hurry
hurry english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 13 2023 learn the meaning of hurry as a verb and a noun and how to use it in
different contexts find out the synonyms antonyms idioms and phrases related to hurry and see examples from the cambridge english
corpus
what is another word for in a hurry wordhippo Jan 12 2023 need synonyms for in a hurry here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus
that you can use instead contexts adverb at a very fast speed in a brief manner in a sketchy manner more adverb at a very fast speed
pronto quickly soon rapidly fast posthaste snappily swiftly presto briskly apace speedily hastily swift
hurry synonyms 288 similar and opposite words merriam Dec 11 2022 noun definition of hurry 1 as in hustle excited and often showy or
disorderly speed after all her hurry to get her report done on time elizabeth learned that it wasn t due till the following week synonyms
similar words relevance hustle rush haste scramble precipitation hastiness scurry speed precipitousness scuttle bustle stir
in a hurry 8 crossword clue wordplays com Nov 10 2022 the crossword solver found 30 answers to in a hurry 8 8 letters crossword
clue the crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern for better results
click the answer to find similar crossword clues enter a crossword clue sort by length of letters or pattern dictionary
in a hurry crossword clue wordplays com Oct 09 2022 the crossword solver found 30 answers to in a hurry 4 letters crossword clue the
crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern for better results click
the answer to find similar crossword clues enter a crossword clue sort by length of letters or pattern dictionary
chicken curry in a hurry recipe rachael ray food network Sep 08 2022 1 large yellow skinned onion peeled and chopped 1 can chicken
broth about 2 cups 2 tablespoons curry paste mild or hot 1 3 to 1 2 cup mincemeat coarse salt 2 tablespoons flour toppings and
cleaning a messy house in a hurry instructables Aug 07 2022 cleaning a messy house in a hurry there are a lot of tips out there for
getting a messy house cleaned such as putting on your favorite songs enlisting the help of your family friends or the just do it method but
i want to share some things that i do that may be new to you
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